best front page
Overall, the newspapers in this category are drawing people to their newspaper with effective front pages because that’s what we have to do to keep people
reading our papers. I gave extra marks if that newspaper immediately drew my attention, whether it was graphics, a photo or not cramped or cluttered. A
couple of papers were too “boxy” so really liked how The Equity treated the “On The Inside.” My pet peeve is still carry-over stories from the front page.
The most I ever like to see is one story carried over. And never carry over a story in mid-sentence. How can the reader possibly enjoy an “easy” read if they
are flipping back and forth. Studies show you lose your readers. One newspaper had all four stories on the front page carried over in mid-sentence!

THE EQUITY
This front page moved to the top of my choices immediately because of its
excellent choice and layout of photo, well-written news stories utilizing good
headlines and subheadings that all gave it nice effective white space.
Like the way the “Inside” stories were also set in, making them stand out
without allowing the front page to become too boxy! Excellent work!
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THE SUBURBAN (CITY EDITION)
I like the way this newspaper chose to highlight what was the top news
of the week. A well-designed page. Congratulations!
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NUNATSIAQ NEWS
This newspaper does a very good job of covering two languages and still
present an effective front page. I like the use of subheadings, and the
“On The Inside,” in my opinion, is very reader-friendly. Congratulations.
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This award is sponsored by News Canada

Judge: Joyce Webster, Publisher, East Central Alberta Review, Coronation, AB • Number of entries in the Best Front Page category: 11
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